OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL AND CULTURAL AFFAIRS

Missouri University of Science and Technology
GRE Preparation Workshop
OVERVIEW OF SUMMER SCHEDULE
The Graduate Record Examination (GRE) Preparation
Workshop offers participants opportunities to gain
familiarity with the GRE general test, improve their test
taking strategies, and review the three sections of the
GRE general test: analytical writing, verbal reasoning,
and quantitative reasoning. The workshop is broken up
into five sessions as follows:
•

•
•
•
•

June 6th , 1-4:30 pm (CST) Content and structure of
the GRE general test; test taking strategies; resources
for test preparation; full practice test (3.5 hours +
time for test)
June 7th, 1-4:30 pm (CST) Meeting 2: Review analytical
writing sections (3.5 hours)
June 9th, 1-4:30 pm (CST): Review verbal reasoning
sections (3.5 hours)
June 13th 1-4:30 pm (CST) : Review quantitative
reasoning sections (3.5 hours)
June 14th 1-5:00 (CST) : full practice test

•
•

Learn more about the schedule or how to register:
contact mstali@mst.edu, or call 573-314-7753
Location: Applied Language Institute, 1207 N. Elm,
Missouri S&T, Rolla, MO

WHY ATTEND THE WORKSHOP?
This workshop is designed for participants who are
seeking the opportunity to practice, engage, and ask
questions in order to prepare for the GRE general test.
This opportunity will enable participants to broaden their
scope of learning the material instead of only reading
from GRE preparation handbooks. Participants gain the
following from attending the workshop:
•
•
•
•

Missouri University of Science & Technology’s Intensive
English Program’s staff have completed facilitator
training through the GRE Preparation Workshop

Clarification of the material in preparation resources
Exposure to the GRE general test with practice tests
Assessment of skills in the three sections of the test to
find weaknesses and provide ideas for improvement
Enhancement of test taking skills

COST:
The cost for this 14-hour workshop is $400 and includes access
codes for GRE online testing
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